HEY, we’re hiring!
Senior Security Expert (m/f)
Location: Mannheim, Germany
Caruso is a digital B2B mobility data & service marketplace supporting the implementation,
differentiation and expansion of the connected mobility business. We are proud of being a trusted
partner of companies such as Bosch, Continental, Mobivia, Schaeffler, Vodafone & ZF Friedrichshafen.
We owe our growing success to simple principles like openness, courage, passion, curiosity,
selflessness, innovation, inclusion and integrity. It is the embodiment of these traits that makes Caruso
the marketplace for the mobility ecosystem. It is also what we look for in new employees.

A day in the Life:
• Incrementally evolve Caruso’s comprehensive security/privacy concept and implementation
roadmap for our cloud-based marketplace product
• Drive privacy and security relevant product concepts like encryption, anonymization, access
control, identity- and consent management along the market place use cases
• Be the central point of contact for the development team for all product and IT relevant security
implementation activities, including implementation concepts and code reviews
• Drive security/privacy related risk management for the platform product and its scenarios
• Support the Caruso business team in evaluating security/privacy relevant aspects of partner
use cases and in capturing and prioritizing resulting product requirements
• Support our data protection officer in implementing GDPR compliance and auditability of our
systems.
• Pursue a consistent business focus to all product, concept and implementation work to help
maximize the customer value that Caruso delivers
What you’ll need:

• At least 5 years of experience in building and managing the security of an industry grade
software product, covering the full life cycle from initial idea to rollout and operations

• At least 3 years of exposure to cloud based software products including all aspects of IT and
network security, GDPR compliant data lifecycle management and access control

• Experience in brokering middleware and marketplace products is a strong plus
• Strong ability to self-organize and to work in a goal-oriented manner in our dynamic, highly
agile, international environment

What you’ll get:
Responsibility for the security of one of the most exciting emerging platform products in the
automotive market and emergence to an outstanding highly motivated agile team. Our commodities
include MacBook, iPhone, coffee, soft drinks, table tennis, internal events, completely flexible
working hours, working from home in your PJs whenever you feel the need. But that is not our USP.
We offer the unique opportunity to join a rapidly growing start-up backed by the key players of one of
the most powerful and exciting industries. We offer real responsibility where your working
environment is pretty much a green field so that it is up to you how to interpret and shape your role.
We will encourage you in challenging us – you’ll have a say in shaping the mobility ecosystem. As we
are growing we want you to grow with us; your colleagues and our management will do their very
best to support you in defining your desired career path and reaching your personal development
goals. We have a great international and diverse team that is fun to work with and we pay a
competitive salary too – of course ;)
Sounds good?
Send your application to hello@caruso-dataplace.com including a cover letter, your CV & a brief portfolio
and we’ll get back to you in no time.

